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The initial/I\eumann boundary-value enthalpy formulation for the two-phase
Sldan problem is regularized by smoothing. Known estimates predict a con
vergence rate of "I'. and this result 1S extended in this paper to lllclude the case of
a (nonzero) residual in the regularized problem. A modified Newton Kantorovieh
framework is established, whereby the exact solution of the regularized problem is
replaced by one Newton iteration. It is shown that a consistent theory requires
measure-theoretic hypotheses on the slarting guess and the Newton iterate.
otherwise residual decrease is not expected. The circle clDses 1n one spatial dimen
sion, where it is shown that the residual decrease of Newton's method correlates
precisely with the 1;12 conv'ergcncc theory. (199() Academic Press. lnc

1. INTRODUCTlOS

The two-phase Stefan problem is an evolution model of heat conduction
with change of phase. It is one of several types of degenerate parabolic
models studied intensively during the last two decades (cf. [2J for elabora
tion and references), and is characterized as a so-called moving boundary
problem. The moving boundary in this model is physically described as the
front, dividing the two phases of a substance undergoing change of phase,
but is most precisely described mathematically, in the case of purely bulk
phenomena at a single phase change temperature, 00' as the set of points
(moving) in physical space D, with associated temperature, 00 , In this case,
the enthalpy, which is composed of internal and latent energy components,
is a given physical function Q of temperature discontinuous at the phase
change temperature, where it is set-valued. Notice that this model also
includes a change of phase which is not entirely defined by a bulk
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phenomenon at eo, but may occur over a bracket of temperatures. In this
case, the front is, in fact, a mushy region, and a point of the substance can
be associated mathematically with a given phase only by tracing the
history, from an initial state, of the latent energy. In principle, this history
is equivalent to tracking the moving boundary.

There is a nonlocal change of variables, () r---+ K Ill, where K is the
Kirchhoff transformation, such that the evolution up to time T is governed,
in the absence of sources or sinks, by the parabolic equation

DH(u)

<"'t
All = 0, (1 )

over the space-time domain D = Q x (0, T), together with appropriate
initial and boundary conditions. Here, H = Q K I, and 1I measures the
flux energy required to raise the temperature from eo to (). Equation (I)
must necessarily be understood in a distributional sense, since H is
discontinuous at Keo. The latter degeneracy suggests smoothing H, say, by
constructing appropriate H, converging to H away from its discontinuity,
and analyzing the smoothed problems,

(lH,(u , )

i't
Au, = 0. (2)

It was shown in [4, 2J that H,(u, )--+ H{u) and u, ...... u, with order ;; in
appropriate norms. These results are described concisely in the next
section, and we provide a proof, exhibiting the constants explicitly, and
allowing (2) to be solved approximately, with the right hand side equal to
a residual R, . This result is contained in Theorem 1.

Although the regularized problems are smooth, they are nonetheless
nonlinear, and a natural question is whether linearization leads to a
convergent procedure. This is a particularly important question computa
tionally, since the associated linearized problems have positive-definite, self
adjoint formulations, and are amenable to standard algorithmic procedures
in numerical computation, including iterative procedures like the conjugate
gradient method. Thus, this paper is devoted to the study of the lineariza
tion of (2), specifically to a modified Newton-Kantorovich framework,
described in Section 3. The standard functional calculus framework is
inadequate (cf. [3] for a presentation), not because of a breakdown in
uniform inverse bounding, but because the Lipschitz constant of the
Frechet derivative is of order I: - I without further hypotheses; its square is
a factor in residual estimation. This fact necessitates a delicate study of the
residual directly, as contained in Theorem 2, in relation to the sets where
the starting "guess" and the Newton iterate have small measure, and
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subsequent hypotheses upon these sets. This intricacy imposes a somewhat
different norm structure ue-0n the residual, to guarantee the residual
decrease; closure with the ,,/ I: theory occurs only in one spatial dimension.
as a consequence (cf. Corollary 4). The latter depends upon the inverse
bounding result of Lemma 3.

The upshot of these investigations is that Newton type methods for
two-phase Stefan problems. as applied to their regularized versions, require
extreme care in their application. This fact accentuates the importance of
globally convergent methods. such as those presented in [4, 5. 1], despite
their relatively reduced rate of convergence when interfacing with explicit
computational procedures. Finally. the reader might have expected some
commentary on global Newton methods invoking continuation (cf. [3] for
elaboration); this. again. is quite delicate since the measure theoretic ideas.
which account for the success of a plausible local theory, do not appear to
admit a natural extension along an obvious homotopy path.

A final comment about the domain Q is in order. Unless otherwise
specified, Q is a d-dimensional, bounded, uniformly Lipschitz domain. Only
in Corollary 4 is d restricted to the value d = I.

2. THE MODEL AJ'.<J) ITS REGULARIZATION

We assume that a function H is prescribed, C I in R I {O] and monotone
increasing, with a jump discontinuity of height A at zero and derivatives
satisfying

O<)'~H'(O~p<x. ~ #0,

~ #0,

(3a)

(3b)

where H'(O+) and H'(O-), as well as H"(O+) and H"(O-), are assumed
to exist. Normalization is chosen so that H(O - ) = 0, and the jump condi
tion takes the form

H(O+)=A>O.

The relation with multi-valued mappings will be drawn later. Under these
assumptions there is a C I smoothing, H,. satisfying, for 0 < I: ~ [,0'

for some positive constants r' and Do, and such that

o~ H(O - H,(O:( pl:.

IJ,(¢) - J(OI :( (1 + p!A)I:,

~ ¢ [0. i:]

(4)

(5a)

(5b)
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where 1 , = HI 1, 1 = HI, the latter denoting the continuou~left inverse of
H. Properties (4) and (5) are sufficient to establish the O(J 1:) convergence
result of Section I as we shall show shortly in Theorem I. The details of the
construction are given in [2, pp. 46-48J, and amount to bridging H'(O- )
and H'(c:), by a concave quadratic arc (j, for which J;) (j,(O d( = A, to
obtain H; and thence H,.

Before stating the approximation result, it is necessary to define, more
precisely, solutions of (I) and (2), and the underlying spaces. A con
siderable economy of effort is achieved if the equivalent (abstract) integral
equation formulation, involving the Neumann inversion operator No, are
employed. This is also compatible with the convergence analysis. Consider
then the real Sobolev space H1(Q), with inner product taken on functions
with L 2 distribution derivatives:

where

j(1') = J t:.
U

(6a)

(6b)

The norm defined by this inner product is equivalent to the standard one.
If we designate

then No is the Riesz map associated with (6); i.e., if IE: F, and <., .>is the
duality pairing, then

(7)

It is easily verified that No is a Neumann solver; i.e., if f E: L 2(Q), then
>\" = No f satisfies

I
-Ll>\"= f-- i(f),. IQI·· (8a)

Cit"
-=0av '

j( j1.) = j(f),

on DQ, (8b)

(8c)

in a weak sense. These facts are documented in [2, Sect. 1.1], together with
the usage of the equivalent norm on F, given by

(9)
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Note that, if P denotes the largest eigenvalue of the positive definite
compact operator No II.', then

-

IIIliF~vP UIII.'IQI· (10)

(11 )

The equivalent formulation of (I), incorporating initial datum Uo and
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, is

DNoH(u) 1.
---+u=- /(u),at IQI'

Here H has the technical meaning of a maximal monotone operator on
e(Q), induced by the multi-valued extension of (3) to R; in this case, the
function at 0 has the set-value

H(O)=[O,A]. ( 12)

(13 )

The functions H(u) and H(uo) are understood to be appropriate selections
of this operator. Regularity conditions are specified in Theorem 1 to follow.

Rather than express the equivalent form of (2) directly, we consider an
approximation of (2) in the form

DNoH,(u,) I, .
at +u'=IQiJ(u,)+NoR"

Here, R, is interpreted as a residual, with R, = 0 corresponding directly to
the equivalent version of (2).

The choice of initial condition in (13) requires an hypothesis on the
measure of the set

(14a)

specifically,

(14b)

Hypothesis (14) is unnecessary for the convergence result of Theorem 1 if
the choice u,l t ~ 0 = J, H(uo) is made, but the latter does not represent a
true smoothing of the problem, and is less compatible with the lineariza
tion. The implication of (14) is that it permits the estimate

IIHc(uo) - H(uo)11 ;.~ P IIH,(uo) - H(uo)11 ;'IQI

~ P L2 t", "01'1"" [IH,(uo)1
2 + IH(uoWJ +L(t,U:)2J

~p2(),2+A2) C!:+p/12t:2IQI, (15)

where we have used (4), (Sa), (10), and (12), as well as (14),
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The following theorem describes the approximation theory for (II) and
(13), and recalls the existence/uniqueness results, The proof is an adapta
tion of results in [4], but allows for the more general situation considered
here, Specific constants are also derived in the convergence estimates as
presented in the following.

THEOREM 1. Suppose uoEHI(Q) and that (14) holds. There is a unique
solution pair [u, v], v = H(u), lor (11) such that

uELX«O, T);HI(Q))I\HI([O, T];LC(Q)), (16a)

v E e(D) 1\ H 1
( [0, T] ;F), (16b)

For a function u" in the class (16a) and satislying (13), with residual R{, the
estimates

II" "II <: K 1/. + /; /2 IIR II (,41'r i
IUI~U L'((O.TiJI" IV' V"! ,/2((O.TlJ! "

Ilu, - ull/2I D) ~ K c~ + IIRJ L'IIO. T)JI e
4
1'r;,

(17a)

(17b)

hold, where, in terms ol the constant C I presented explicitly in (20a) to
fc)llow,

K 1 = C :/cr/2 exp(4pT/A), (17c)

(17d))

Proal The existence and uniqueness results are contained in [2]. For
the approximation, set v, = H,(u,) and 1'= H(u). Subtraction of (11) from
(13), multiplication by v, - l" and integration over Q (functional operation
in the case of R,) yield

1
=-j'(J(v)-J(v))j'(v.-v)

IQI '" I

+ (J(v) - J,(v), V,- V)L'llJl + (R" 1',- V)F

~ IIJAv,) ~ J(v)11 Fill', -/'11 F

+ IIJ/(v) - J(v )11 L'iQ) Ill', - vii L'i!}) + IIR,II Fill', - I'll F

~ 2p1]( IIJ,(V,) - J,(v JIl ~2(Q) + IIJ,(v) - J(v JIl 2., + II Rill;)

+ 21rl Ilv,- vll;+ ~ Ilv, ~ I'll i'iQI + 2
1
[3 IIJ,(v) - J(v)11 i2(Q)
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for arbitrary positive constants /1 and fi, where p IS gIven by (10). The
inequalities

"

IT,-t'II;'wl~'-(J,(1' )-J,(1'), r,- r)L'IJ})'
I:

which follow from J: ~ 1/;, and H; ~ respectively, dictate the choices
/1 = ;./8p and fi = l;fly, and we obtain, upon estimating the j-functional by
the duality norm,

(18 )

If (18) is integrated from T = 0 to T = t, and the Gronwall inequality is
applied to the resultant, we obtain

• J

1I1',-rll;'llll.lI:Fl+ I (J.(rJ-J.(1'l, r,-r)L'I!2l dT
'IJ

(19)

where

(20a)

and

(20b)

The proof is completed by use of the estimate
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rIJ,(l',) - J(V )11 ~'(DI ~ 2 IIJ,(t:,) - J,(v )11 ;'(1)) + 2 IIJ,(l') ~ J(v )11 ;'iDl

1(2) 'C]' IIR 112 } ,e,l~ l -; 1,. I + , 1/.'110. FiJI (

289

Remark 1. If Uo E L' (Q), then the solution pair [u, r] of Theorem 1
may be shown to lie in L'· (D) X Lt. (D), thus restricting the classes of
(16a), (16b).

3. A MODIFIED NEWTO:-J-KANTOROVICH FRAMEWORK

We shall develop such a framework for the regularized problem (2) in
terms of its weak formulation. For fixed E, F, is a map defined so that its
unique root is a solution of the initial/boundary-value problem for (2).
Specifically, the map

F, : X -> Z, (2Ia)

X=H1([0, T];L 2(Q))nL'((0, T);H1(Q)), (2Ib)

where the norm taken on X is the maximum of the norms of the two
spaces, I.e.,

and where

is defined component-wise by Uf-> F,( u) = ([F,( u)] I' [F,(u)] 2), where

f ((1H,(u) )
[F,(u)J 1 (ip) = -~_.- ip +Vu· Vip ,

Q ct

[F,(U)J2=ull~o-uo· (22b)

Note that UEX is weakly continuous into H1(Q) (ef. [2, p. 240J) so that
(22b) is meaningful.
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It is straightforward to see that F, is Lipschitz continuously Frechct
differentiable on X, with F;: X -+ Z, where, for l/t E X,

[F; (II )( l/t )J I (rp) = L(H;.(II) I~I~ Ip +Vi l/t .Virp ) .

IpEHI(Q)nL'(Q), (23a)

[F;(u)(l/t)Je=l/tlr o· (23b)

As mentioned in the Introduction, a purely functional calculus approach
making use of inequalities such as

Ii [F;(II)J I!I ~ MI' II EX

II, l' E X,

(24a)

(24b)

is not capable of providing a satisfactory Newton approximation theory,
since Me varies as f; I; M I is independent of E, however, when a relaxed
norm structure is chosen, as we demonstrate in Lemma 3 of the next
section. Since the residual of the first Newton iterate "decreases" in norm
as the square of Me [IF,(II;»)11 (see [3J for elaboration), it follows that any
such direct functional calculus theory is inconsistent with the result of
Theorem 1 in its conclusions. We shall now introduce the Newton
approximations, followed by the refined hypotheses sufficient for an
adequate theory.

The Newton approximations are defined in the usual way by

II;II-U;II 1=-[FJu;1I I)J IF((II;II I), 111;'1. (25)

However, in this paper we are presenting an algorithm in which only one
Newton approximation is computed. To describe the algorithm, let II~) be
a given function in X, and let u,' solve the linear evolution equation, with
weak formulation prescribed by

I' ( I 0au,' I)Hr;(u,) -,,- rp + Vu, . V<p = O.
"Q 01 J

u,llr~o=uo.

rp E HI (Q ) n L ' (Q ), 0 < I ~ T,

(26a)

(26b)

Then u,' is the Newton approximation, as can be seen by comparing (22),
(23), and (25), the latter with 111= 1, and setting l/t=u,' ~ l/t~) in (23).

The hypotheses employed in this section are as follows. Set

D ,I = ::: ED: 0 ~ II ,I (:: ) ~ I: }, (27a )
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(27b)

Then it is assumed that

(27c)

Remark 2. The hypotheses on D, and D,I essentially require concave
power growth, of order 2/5, in planes normal to the free boundary; this is
quite stringent, and should be compared to the linear growth condition of
(14). The hypothesis on D, requires the Newton approximation u,\ to
adhere fairly closely to the sign properties of u~. The manner in which these
hypotheses are employed will be clear from the proof of the following
theorem.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that U~I E X, and that U,I E X is computed according
to (26). If u~ and u; satisfy (27), then the following residual estimate holds:

IIF,(u,1 )llt'((o. n (;) ~ (4'; J CO£L4 + 2K Ilu,l - u~)11 ['IDl)

(28)

(31 )

Here, the constants are rendered by (3b), (4), and (27c).

Proof Inequality (28) follows from a residual representation and from
(23). Specifically, we begin with

F,(u;) = F,(U,I ) - F,(u~)) - F,'(u~))(u; - u;))

.\

= J [F,'(u;) + S(U,I -- u~)) - F,'(u~))J(ui) -u~) ds, (29)
o

so that [F,(U,I)J \ (ep) is represented, via (29) and (23a), by

An appropriate estimation of this expression proceeds by domain decom
position, i.e., by splitting D. We consider the cases separately.

(i) Suppose zED, . Then the most pessimistic estimate gives

K,(z, s) := IH:(u~(z)+ s(u,~(z) - u~(z))) - HJu;)(z))1

2"
~~+K IU,I(Z)-U~)(z)l,

I:

h40 h2 _"'-2
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after addition and subtraction of H,'( I:) within absolute values; here, 1\ IS

descri bed in (3b ).

(ii) Suppose::: E D, \,D r . Then the slightly sharper estimate

..,.,
K,(:::, s) :(=-'-+ KS IU,I(:::) -u;I(:::)1

I:
(32)

holds.

(iii) Suppose::: E D ,I\D, . Then the same reasoning as In (ii) leads
to (32).

(iv) Suppose::: E D\(D, u D, u D,l). Then

(33 )

holds, SInce the segment connecting u;)(:::) and U,I (:::) does not intersect
(0, £).

The case distinctions (i )-( iv) permit the proof to continue. If the
representation (30) is squared and integrated from °to T, we obtain, after
a twofold application of the Schwarz inequality,

+ I'
"/) f n

I ~ 1

II C (I IJ)' I' '1 2
X ,,'::;- u, - U, ,'(P, 1,'/f21

('/ , j']1Ji

The proof is now concluded upon application of (27c) to (34). I
For technical reasons, the route now taken does not pass through

inequality (24a), which, in conjunction with Theorem 2, would translate a
duality estimate on F,(u~) into a corresponding estimate on F,(U,I). Rather,
a stronger estimate on F,( u~) is required, viz., an L 2 estimate, so that the
time derivative and the Laplacian perturbation can be adequately inverted.
This is presented in Lemma 3 of the next section.
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The purpose of this section is to derive the following lemma and its
consequence in terms of residual estimation.

LEMMA 3. Let UE X (ef (2Ib)). Then, for each [g, leJ E e(D) x H1(Q)
the .1'.1".1' telll

if;lr 0=11", (35)

i.l' uniquely :iO/vah/efor if; E X, and, in terllls o{ the standard norm on HI(Q),

II if; II\:S; ,,/2 max G, I) exp( T12) II [g, II"J 11/'101 x ffl(!2)' (36)

)ehere

and Co is given hy (27c), with Co given hy

, /2)
co=,./2 max (;:, I exp(TI2).

(37b)

(37c)

Proof We use the method of horizontal lines, as employed in [2J, to
discretize (35), with the left hand side defined by (23), except that
ep E H I(Q). Specifically, let an arbitrary uniform partition, 0 = to <: t 1<: ...

<: t.11 = T, of [0, TJ be specified, with t k - tk 1= ,dt, k = L ... , M.
We consider the sequence of problems

if; 0 = 11", (38)

where (38) is understood as holding in the distributional sense, i.e., in F,
and where

Uh., = H,'(u( ., t k ))?). > O. (39a)

(39b)
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The existence of a unique solution if; k E' HI (Q) of (38) follows from mini
mizing the quadratic functional,

1· 1 . I •
GU)=-! IV/f+-j Wk., I/f--I oh"if;k 1/-1 gkf, (40)

2'[2 2,Jr'Q L1r'Q 'Q

over H1(Q). By selecting the test function.

for the distribution in (38) we find, upon summing on k = 1....• m.

'II

~ II Vw ll;2(Qj+ L IlgkIIL, li2l liif;k-if;k 11,,21!21

k ~ I

so that (41) leads to

(42)

To obtain an estimate for sup I 'S m 'S M I', if; 'II \1 i2(Q)' select the test function
/ = if; k in (38). Similar arguments lead to

(43)

Estimates (42) and (43) and the discrete Gronwall inequality [2, pp.
52--53], together with the definitions of norms, imply that the piecewise
linear function 'P.11' defined by the interpolation

(44)

satisfies

(45)
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Now it is shown in [2, Chap. 5J that appropriate cluster points of the
sequence (44) must be solutions of (35); the situation is even more elemen
tary here since (35) is linear. Uniqueness is elementary, since the difference
~ of any two solutions solves a smooth problem, and hence (V~), E L 2(D).
This allows the relation, for D ,= (0, t) x Q, t ~ T,

hence ~ == O. Invertibility is now demonstrated, and (36) follows directly
from (45). Inequality (37) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and the
X-norm definition. I

A direct corollary of Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 is the following.

COROLLARY 4. Suppose that the initial residual, F,(u~), satisfres

(46)

.liJr c J independent of B, and that Q is a one-dimensional interval. Then, in the
notation of Theorem 1, with v, = V,I and u/ = u,

l
,

Ilv,-vll,. ((()T);F)~CI)7:,

Ilu/- ull L~(l)) ~ C j VE,

(47a)

(47b)

where C j is independent of I:.

Prool Identify R, of Theorem 1 with F,(u,I ). The assumption that Q is
one-dimensional is used precisely to identify the dual space F, of HI(Q),
with the dual space G, of HI(Q)nLX(Q), with equivalent norms. In this
case, inequality (37) of Lemma 3 may be used in conjunction with
hypothesis (46), to estimate R, in (17a), (17b), thence leading to (47a),
(47b). I

5. CLOSING REMARKS

The author thanks the referee for citing the related reference [6 J, and for
suggesting the inclusion of certain effects, not mentioned earlier in the
paper, which we shall comment upon now. Resonance and bifurcation were
the possible effects suggested; the first of these can be handled fairly easily,
whereas the second raises extremely interesting issues. The addition of a
time dependent term to the rhs of (1) does not change the error estimate
of Theorem 1, and the possible growth in time is already reflected in the
estimates (37), which appear implicitly in (47). Regarding bifurcation,
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though this model is logically separate, since it is not uniqueness which
breaks down as /; -> 0, but rather differentiability, one can still discern clear
parallels. One can think of the map F(I:. u) = F,( u) in terms of its
parametric dependence upon I:; if one has already identified a solution
branch, then it is conceivable that one can track such a branch, even in the
face of operator singularities, so long as the approximations are sufficiently
delicate in terms of measure theoretic properties. This is the gist of
Theorem 2.
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